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EMBARK GROUP

Embark Group is a fast growing, diversified,
financial services business and one of the
largest retirement solutions providers in
the UK. We operate successfully in both
the advised and institutional areas of the
retirement market through our leading
range of pension, wrap platform, research
and consultancy services.
With significant institutional backing from a portfolio of longterm investors, Embark has successfully completed multiple
growth acquisitions, transitioning rapidly from an initial private
investment to become one of the largest full-scale retirement
solutions providers in the UK.
Businesses in Embark Group have been established in the
retirement market for more than 40 years and have a long
history of working closely with intermediary distribution
partners and high net worth clients.
Advance by Embark is a trading name of Sterling ISA
Managers Limited (SIML) which is a wholly owned subsidiary
of Embark Group.
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It seems a long time since platforms
were the new kids on the block. Where
once a platform was seen as a new and
exciting development, now it’s considered
a central and fundamental part of many
adviser businesses seeking to benefit
their clients.

That’s changed adviser expectations too. These days, you
want a platform that is easy to use, versatile, dependable
and doesn’t eat into the time you could be spending
with clients or working towards great client outcomes.
A platform which delivers exactly what you expect.
One which does the basics right, without a fuss.
That’s why our highest priority is to make sure you’re getting
a reliable platform experience backed up by a dependable
support system to help you with anything you need.
At Advance by Embark, we’ve got your back – letting you
and your team focus on the things that matter most.

A TRUSTED PARTNER
It all adds up to the Advance by Embark Platform. A platform by experts, for experts.

REASURINGLY PREDICTABLE
Dependable platform, dependable
technology, designed to make sure you
can access it whenever you need it.

GREAT EXPERIENCE,
GREAT FUNCTIONALITY
We hand the reins to you, as a qualified
professional, on how best to use our Platform
for the benefit of your clients and business.
With all the functionality you need to
manage client portfolios, your way.

GREAT SUPPORT

SUPPORTING GREAT OUTCOMES

Our high-quality support team is always there
to make sure you are getting the best from
our services. Because we are at our best
when you are at your best.

Our priority is peace of mind for your clients
and for you, when it comes to the things
that really matter. Their family and money.
And your business.
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REASSURINGLY PREDICTABLE

We get it. Life doesn’t get any easier. Adviser businesses are busier than ever and
there is no shortage of demands on your time. You want a platform that is so
dependable you barely notice you’re using it – one that gives you what you need,
when you need it, every single time.
Predictable technology

From building wealth to making it last

When you and your team are onboarding a new pension
freedoms client or focused on creating a review pack which
tells the client what they really need to know, the last thing
you need is for your platform to let you down. You can’t
afford to have your time wasted on hold or be told to try
logging in again later.

We also like to keep things as tidy for you as they are
reliable. Our Platform’s rich functionality makes us
suitable for a broad range of client types – whether they
are growing their wealth in preparation for retirement or
looking at how to make it last to get the retired lifestyle
they have dreamt of.

We aim to keep your job as stress-free as possible – as
well as those of your administrators and paraplanners.
Our platform technology in association with FNZ is proven,
reliable and won’t be changing any time soon. We know
it’s fashionable to chop and change. But Advance by
Embark’s approach is to think for the long term.

Approaching retirement is one of the big drivers for
people seeking out financial advice. So, when they come
to you, we help make sure you’re ready with access to
the products, investments and services you’re most
likely to need to both help keep growing their wealth
and then make it last.

Giving the reassurance you need
You know that your clients’ wealth represents their future
hopes and dreams. They are relying on you to recommend
a safe pair of hands when it comes to the administration
and custody of their investments.
It’s reassuring to know that our dependability is what
you would expect of an investment platform. Add to that
our commitment to the UK adviser market, and we think
there’s a lot you’ll like beneath our reserved exterior.

Putting you at the heart
A thriving adviser community that is able to deliver advice profitably is as important for our business
as it is for yours. We understand that profitability for you relies on the client relationships you build.
That’s why our Platform positions you firmly at the heart. They are your relationships, not ours.
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GREAT EXPERIENCE, GREAT FUNCTIONALITY

We treat you like the qualified professional you are. We need just one client signature
to give you the authority to open wrappers on your clients’ behalf. And we provide all
the choice and functionality you need to manage client portfolios, your way.
Efficiency and security

Choice and convenience

We hand you the reins to control who sees what on your
version of our Platform. This means employees of different
seniority levels or areas of responsibility only need access
to the information relevant to them, allowing your firm to
run not only more efficiently, but also more securely. You’re
also free to decide which of your clients would benefit from
accessing their Advance by Embark Portfolio online.

The versatile Advance by Embark Platform brings you
easy access to over 3,900 clean share class funds, from
c.200 Fund Managers and UK listed securities including
Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs), investment trusts, equities,
gilts and bonds. It also brings you a host of quality-of-life
conveniences to make your job easier: allowance trackers
for ISAs; data integration with IRESS and Intelligent Office;
‘set and forget’ phased investment capability and much more.

Mechanisms that work for you
From automatic cash moves and flexible cash management,
to integrated client reporting, to the ability to manage your
own model portfolios on our Platform, we let you set up
your clients’ portfolios in the way that you like. And then we
support you in managing them through the option to deploy
labour-saving automation around potentially time-intensive
processes like rebalancing.
Overall, the Advance by Embark Platform gives you
everything you need and more to manage your clients
every step of the way through both accumulation and
decumulation.

Your essential toolkit
From our core platform functionality to a suite of tools from EValue and FE supporting financial
planning and risk management for your clients, there’s too much to cover here.
For the details of our offer, visit our document library at embarkadvance.co.uk. or call our
consultant team on 0345 607 2013. We may record or monitor calls to improve our service.
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PLAYING OUR PART IN GREAT CLIENT OUTCOMES

Platforms are sometimes accused of only delivering value for advisers. We think this view
misses the point. The Advance by Embark Platform focuses on keeping your business
moving for sure, but it also prioritises giving your clients the peace of mind they desired
when they sought advice in the first place.
Understanding what matters
Example 1:
We offer charge discounts for three generations
of family members where the linked value of their
Advance by Embark Portfolios would be £200,000
or more. Alongside our junior products, that
means children can get a head start and benefit
from accumulated family wealth in the process.

For you as well as your clients
Throughout all aspects of our service, we remain absolutely
clear on one crucial thing: your clients are yours and yours
alone. We will never proactively market to your clients with
the intention of becoming an adviser to the client bank you
have worked so hard to build.
Your clients’ outcomes are a function of your financial
planning expertise. We are here to take the heft of the
boring, behind-the-scenes part and ensure you can deliver
on your promises. We invite you to let us do just that.

Example 2:
We pre-fund everything we possibly can, including
client withdrawals – which you can set for any day
from the 1st to the 28th of the month. So clients
get their money when they want it.

We can also provide access to Investment Life Cover and
Accidental Death Cover.

In support of great client outcomes
Investments go down as well as up and we can’t change that. But we can and do use experience
and financial strength to help to create certainty and protection wherever we reasonably can.
That’s why we’re happy to put our balance sheet in play to pre-fund deposits, withdrawals, fund
switches, pensions tax relief and more. Many claim to do this; Advance by Embark actually does.
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GREAT SUPPORT

Even with the most reliable services, sometimes you need help. And at Advance by Embark,
we make sure you get all the assistance you need, and more, when you need it.
Working together

Building value for you

When you come to us for support, you won’t get a
drone reading from a script. Our hand-selected, highquality support team is ready to work together to help
you surmount whatever challenges you encounter.
From answering your product technical queries to
getting comfortable with one of our regular platform
enhancements, we are ready to respond quickly,
comprehensively and comprehensibly.

It’s not just about reacting to challenge and change –
it‘s about making sure you are getting the best value
possible at all times. That’s why we invite advisers to
round-tables and other valuable, CPD-accredited events
and structured training, and use an ever-changing news
feed of articles, expert interviews, and more.

Your best is our best
We are at our best when you are at your best. So it helps that another benefit of our strength and backing is the breadth
and depth of support we can offer. Our team includes:

ACCOUNT MANAGERS

PLATFORM ADOPTION CONSULTANTS

Yours will be your first point of contact at
Advance by Embark.

Working with you on your onboarding and
ongoing processes.

SERVICE SUPPORT TEAM

TECHNICAL SUPPORT TEAM

Our technology is efficient and dependable,
but everyone needs the reassurance of
backup and this knowledgeable team is
there to provide it.

A dedicated group of experts who can assist
with pension, tax, trusts and investment
queries on demand.
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A TRUSTED PARTNER

If you’re going to rely on a platform, you
need it to be trustworthy, supportive and
professional. Anything else is simply too
disruptive for both your business and
your clients.
We make it our duty to deliver the services we promise
you, any time, all the time. We believe in holding your
hand until you’re ready to let go and we’ll jump in to
help any time you need us.
We are constantly refining our services and tools, and
always have a few surprises in the pipeline to make your
life easier. And most importantly of all, we are continually
upgrading and improving our technology to ensure it
continues to meet your needs.
So if you want a smooth and reliable experience with
rich functionality and an eager support team, we’re
here. If you want a platform that treats you like the
qualified professional you are, we’re here. And if you
want a platform that lets you spend more time with
your clients and doing the things you became an
adviser to do, we’re here.

Advance by Embark Platform:
By experts. For experts.

Want to know more?
For the facts on what the Advance by Embark Platform can offer you, read Advance by Embark Platform:
Your Due Diligence questions answered, available in the document library at embarkadvance.co.uk
or phone our consultant team on 0345 607 2013. Calls recorded for security/training purposes.

0345 607 2013
portfolioteam@embarkadvance.co.uk
embarkadvance.co.uk
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